Academic Integrity – Multiple/Repeat Violations Procedure Flowchart

AIO notifies student and instructor in writing

AIO conducts additional investigation
• Review of previous violations

AIO holds conference with student

AIO upholds or imposes additional sanctions

AIO notifies student and student signs form

If student appeals

AIO convenes panel for hearing

Hearing held with panel and student

Panel recommends to Academic Dean to uphold or modify

Dean consults with Provost for final determination

End

End

Multiple Violations Narrative
• AIO notifies instructor and student in writing
• AIO gathers all information (written and verbal)
• AIO meets with student to discuss evidence and gain student perspective
• Student signature acknowledges understanding of infraction, sanction, and option to appeal
• See Policy 18.1.16 (Student Standards of Academic Integrity) for Appeal procedure
  o Composition of panel on page 9
  o Student may call witnesses